Euro Lambretta 2021
11-13th June
The Nevis Centre
Fort William
Scotland.
Dear LCGB Member
The LCGB have been allocated a large proportion of the tickets for this event, for which we are grateful to our friends in Scotland for. However we expect
demand will exceed the number of tickets we will receive.
Also due to the current pandemic, there may be (as there will be with all events planned for 2021) some uncertainty as to whether the event can go ahead.
LCGB must make all applicants aware that once ticket monies are transferred to Lambretta Club Scotland (LCS), should the event be cancelled, we cannot
guarantee that full refunds will be given.
It is possible that restrictions will be in place for all venues and we do not want to put facilities and venues in Fort William under unnecessary pressure.
Therefore LCGB would ask that our members who do not have tickets, do not travel to the Fort William area on the dates that the rally takes place.
Tickets for the above event will only be available to LCGB members who have held club membership continuously from January 1st 2020.
Tickets will be sold on a first come first served basis through postal applications only to:
Paul Price
Euro Lambretta
36 Blackthorn Drive, Hurworth, Darlington DL2 2FU.
Payment is by Cheques or Postal order only and should be payable to Lambretta Club Great Britain
Applications will be accepted by post only from Monday 11th January 2021. Any applications received before this date will be returned.
Closing dates for applications will be Friday 29th January.
Refunds can be offered by LCGB until 31st March but not after this date.
We do not anticipate additional tickets will be allocated to LCGB for this event so do not intend to hold a waiting list for tickets.
A maximum of 4 members per application will be accepted. (NB: If one application does not meet the application requirements, all applications will
be returned)
In the event of any members’ ticket application being unsuccessful, LCGB cannot be held responsible for any hotel costs etc. incurred in anticipation of
receiving a ticket.
There will be 2 categories of tickets;
Full event tickets at £95
‘Lite’ tickets at £75
Lite tickets will give access to the whole event with the exception of the Saturday evening Gala dinner. Lite ticket holders will be given access to the site all
evening on the Saturday but only into the evening venue room once the meal is finished.
This flexible approach to ticketing has allowed LCS to increase event capacity and also the LCGB allocation.
Please state on your application if you would like “Full” or “Lite” tickets and ensure that your cheque is filled with the correct details and amount.
The application form is included in this issue of New JetSet and is also available to download online from the website at www.ilambretta.co.uk
All relevant details must be included on the application form. This will ensure that we are able to pass on the correct information to LC Scotland.
Some important notes to be aware of are the various preferences on the form.
If you do not state your meal preference clearly you will be allocated chicken. It is your responsibility to ensure this information is correct.
You must also state the gender and size with regard to T Shirt preferences. If you do not state your preference clearly you will be allocated a mens’ ‘Large’.
The following is information and requests from our hosts at Lambretta Club Scotland:
Our hosts at LCS have requested that no tents larger than a 2 man tent be brought to the site as space will be limited.
The application form has a space for applicants DOB - however this is not mandatory and is only to assist the organisers in establishing correct recipients for
trophy winning categories - such as oldest and youngest participants. You may write your age if you prefer not to submit your DOB or leave blank. (LCS point
out that if you do not provide a date of birth (or age) and could have qualified for one of the age related trophies you may lose out to a less worthy recipient.)
Also with respect to furthest travelled categories LCS have asked for postcodes to be provided - please note that we do not share the full address details of
our members with other clubs as we are subject to follow GDPR guidance around our members’ data. We wouldn’t expect our members to be qualifying for
furthest travelled in this instance as there will be many in attendance from overseas - however there is a duplicate box IN BOLD to add your postcode to IF you
consent to this information being forwarded. Please leave blank if you do not consent.
Fort William is a ‘tourist town’ and has a wealth of choices in accommodation and we (LCS) strongly encourage participants to take advantage of them. We
(LCS) have managed to secure camping at the Fort William Shinty Club adjacent to the main venue (Nevis Centre) but numbers are very limited and the facilities
will be basic. Only two- person tents will be allowed on the site and we (LCS) strongly encourage participants to share.
Please Note: No provision has been made for caravans or motorhomes due to local council restrictions. (Please see www.ilambretta.co.uk for a
suggested list of local campsites/facilities provided by LCS.)
As always, the official opening of the event is 12:00 a.m. Friday (11/6/21) and it will close at 12:00 a.m on Sunday (13/6/21). However, as has been
become customary, we realise some participants would like to appear on Thursday and some stay till Monday. Although nothing is official, sign-in
will be open on Thursday and we will be arranging some socialising and perhaps entertainment for these guests. However, the campsite must be
completely clear by 12:00noon Sunday 13/6/21 so please be aware.
We have to stress that the Euro Lambretta Jamboree Guidelines make it clear that the event should be for participants only and, as such, non-ticket
holders are not encouraged or welcome.
We would like to reiterate the LCS request that should any of our members be unsuccessful in acquiring a ticket that they please respect the hosts
and refrain from attending the area.
If you require confirmation of receipt please enclose a stamped, addressed envelope.
Thank you for your patience and cooperation while all ticket requests are processed.
Thank you
LCGB Committee

